MODULAR, ERGONOMIC, ROBUS AND RELIABLE

- Modular design for easy configuration and modification
- Intuitive use by traveler, easy to maintain
- Outdoor use, high availability

TRANSCITY™

PS 460 PLATFORM SALES COMPACT
PS 460
Ticket Vending Machine product line

Developed for self-service fare purchase, the PS460 is a compact stationary platform vending machine well suited for use at outdoors and indoors stations and service centers. The standard product comes with a tactile display, an audio interface, a smart card contactless reader-writer, a payment card terminal with pin-pad and a camera.

Built on a modular structure, the contactless card or contactless ticket issuing mode can be fitted in the core cabinet, and a side cabinet can be added to host the cash management.

The PS460 is designed to maximize the traveller access, including hearing and visually-impaired or disabled individuals. Its internal organization and modules selection also ease regular maintenance and operation. The door of the cash cabinet is independent to secure cash handling.

Compliance with the latest requirements of environmental protection and resistance to vandalism and modularity of hardware and software design make the PS460 a sound and future-proof investment for the public transport operator.

USER EXPERIENCE
- Large 12" to 14" TFT transflective display with touch screen
- Loudspeaker and optional camera
- Compliant with disabled people usage (ADA)

PRODUCT LINE CONFIGURATION

PS 400: form factor
- 0 to 5 reserved
- 6 Compact format - outdoor use

PG 460: option set
- 0 Cashless - no dispenser (reload only)
- 1 Cashless - smart card dispenser
- 2 Cashless - contactless ticket dispenser
- 3 to 4 Reserved
- 5 With cash - no dispenser (reload only)
- 6 With cash - smart card dispenser
- 7 With Cash - contactless ticket dispenser
- 8 to 9 reserved

FARE MEDIA INTERFACE
- Contactless reader OR500-EMV compliant with ISO14443 Type A, B, Sony FELICa
- 400 contactless cards or 2x2000 Contactless tickets dispensers
- 80 mm printer for receipt and paper tickets
- Optional barcode reader

COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
- 16 x I/O, 4x RS232 / RS485, 6x USB 2.0
- 2 x Ethernet 10/100/
- Audio connector
- Options for bluetooth 2.0, WIFI IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, 4G, 3G, GPRS

PAYMENT METHODS
- Pinpad EFT with optional contactless target and anti-skimming mechanism
- Optional cash management (coins with FIFO change and banknotes acceptor)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Power Supply 110/220 VAC
- Uninterrupted Power Supply
- MTTR < 15 minutes
- Protection index IP44 / IK10 CE Mark